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The Multiple Intentions of a Message  
When speaking or listening to someone, it can be useful to consider 
four potential intentions behind the words: 
1.Factual content 

• Neutral information; usually the reason for a conversation 

2.Self-disclosure 

• In making a statement, the sender invariably discloses information about 
themself 

3.Appeal (explicit or implicit) 

• When conveying information, the sender usually wants the recipient to 
react a certain way 

4.Relationship 

• The content and form of a message can often reveal how the sender sees 
the relationship with the recipient 

Being mindful of these intentions can greatly increase the 
effectiveness of communication. 2 



Example 

Factual content 

•Client hears:  S/he'd like to 
know what the numbers in this 
column are. 

•Client responds:  "They're the 
sum of columns x and y." 

Self-disclosure 

•Client hears:  S/he considers the 
report too complex. 

•Client responds :  "I know, the 
reports are a little complex; let 
me explain." 

Appeal 

•Client hears:  S/he considers the 
column headings unclear and 
wants me to redo them. 

•Client responds :  "The column 
headings are set by the system and 
can't be changed."  OR  "I think the 
column headings are clear." 

Relationship 

•Client hears:  S/he thinks that I lack 
analytical abilities. 

•Client responds :  "Maybe you 
should conduct the other analysis 
yourself." 

 A consultant and a client review some financial analysis conducted by the client.   
 

The consultant asks: "What are the numbers in this column?“ 
 

The client could hear and respond in the following ways: 



mch provides training which focuses on communication  
 
Communication also features in many of our other courses, 
which include: 

•Emotional Intelligence 
•Mentoring & Coaching 
•Management 
•Leadership 
•Negotiation 
 

For more details, visit mch’s website or get in touch: 
info@mchpositiveimpact.com  
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